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Wang Qian, Xiao Guoqiang, Lin Xiao

196-N308 A Scalable Random Forest Algorithm Based on MapReduce
Jiawei Han, Yanheng Liu, Xin Sun

197-N315 An Initialization Method based on The Core Clusters for Locality-weight Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
Lei Gu

198-N318 Particle Swarm Optimization for Vehicle Routing Problem with Uncertain Demand
JunQi Chen, WanLing Li, Tomohiro Murata

199-N324 SAR Aided Navigation based on FAST Feature
Ming Xiao, Wanli Li, Tianjiang Hu, Liang Pan, Lincheng Shen, Yanlong Bu

200-S119 A Multi-Stage Area Saliency Detection Model
Kai Xu, Xiong Chen
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201-N328 Urban Road Status Perception Information Fusion Using Support Vector Regression
Dequan Gao, Yijing Zhang, Jinping Cao

202-N331 Detection of Design Pattern Instances Based on Graph Isomorphism
Dongjin Yu, Jianlin Ge, Wei Wu
A Novel Approach for the Continuous Search of the K Nearest Neighbors on Road Networks
Hafedh Ferchichi, Jalel Akaichi

A Flow-view Based Dynamic QoS Guarantee Mechanism
Lu Sun, Julong Lan

Satellite Network Design Method Applicable to Orbit Determination and Communication for GNSS
Xiaoyou Yu, Yu Yang, Jinjun Ding

An Effective DE Algorithm with Double Populations to Parameter Estimation
Peichong Wang, Xu Qian, Fengjun Lei

Application of Custer Analysis And Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm to Aeronautical Repair Guarantee
Zhang ruili, Gao wanchun, Yang yanning

Water Environment Monitoring System Based On ZigBee Wireless Sensor Network
LieGuo Wu, Lingcheng Kong, Zhihua Zhang

Hybrid Particle Swarm Algorithm for Assembly Line Balancing Problem in Complicated Products
Changyi Liu, Haijun Wen, Changyi Liu

The Improved Algorithm of Remote Sensing Image Registration Based on SIFT and CONTOURLET Transform
Pengrui Qiu, Ying Liang
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Radar Jamming Effect Evaluation Based on AdaBoost Combined Classification Model
Qin Futong, Meng Jie, Du Jing, Ao Fujiang, Zhou Ying

A Context-aware Matrix Factorization Recommender Algorithm
Yaoqing Fang, Yunfei Guo

The Application of Automatic Summarization Technology in Document Management
Xuping Wang, Xiaohu Chen, Chunjiang Yao, Wenfeng Wu, Yao Ding

Combination Recognition of Face and Ear Based on Two-dimensional Fisher Linear Discriminant
Yahong Li, Weiqi Yuan, Haifeng Sang, Xin Li

Fault Detection Method Based on File Naming Algorithm For Ocean Observing Network
Zhabin Li, Hui Qu, Yanning Hua, Ke Liu, Liangming Zhou

A Wireless Sensor Networks Routing Algorithm Optimized Based on Potential Field
Sun Yi, Xu Lei, Huang Kexin
217-N194 Research on Methods to Identify the Opinion Leaders in Internet Community
Long Ziyi, Cheng Fu, Sui Jing, Donghong Sun, Huang Yongfeng

218-S081 A Fast Algorithm of Concept Generation
Xi Gong

219-S088 A Novel Approach Based on Review Mining for Product Usability Analysis
Mingxing Wu, Liya Wang, Li Yi

220-S093 Information Hiding Based on DNA Steganography
Zicheng Wang, Xiaohang Zhao, Hong Wang, Guangzhao Cui
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221-N566 Modeling and Verification for Data-Centric Web Services
Zhi Fang, Lejian Liao, Ruoyu Chen

222-N354 Automatic Image Cropping Via The Novel Saliency Detection Algorithm
Chong Cao, Jingfen Liu, Yanqin Zuo

223-N379 DOA Estimation for Broadband Signal That Use FFT Interpolation Method
Weijie Zhu

224-N382 Clustering Collaborative Filtering Recommendation System Based on SVD Algorithm
Qilong Ba, Xiaoyong Li, Zhongying Bai

225-N415 Complex Statistical Analysis of Big Data: Implementation and Application of Apriori and FP-Growth Algorithm Based on MapReduce
Zhuobo Rong, Dawen Xia, Zili Zhang

226-N416 An Effect Evaluation Method for IMS SIP Flooding Attacks Based on Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Comprehensive
Yanzan Guo, Xinsheng Ji, and Caixia Liu

227-N422 A Full-Rate and Low-Detection Complexity Cooperative Transmission Scheme Based on Distributed Space-Time-Frequency Code Design
Hongyu Fang, Ruzi Li, Li Wang, Xiaohui Li

228-N434 A Method for Analyzing EPC Entity Security Threats by Using Attack Graphs
Zhinan Chen, Jianhua Peng, Caixia Liu

229-N435 A Fault Tolerant K-means Algorithm Based on Storage-class Memory
Guoliang Zhu, Kai Lu, Xu Li

230-N459 The Image Restoration Method Based on Image Segmentation and Multiple Feature Fusion
Dongqing Xu
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| Session 25 |
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| **231-N454** | Failure Libration Model of Bearing And Its Fault Diagnosis Based on EMD |
| Kang Li, Xuejun Chen, Xiangjiang Hu, Hong Shi,Xiaoke Gao |
| **232-N461** | Research on The Application of EMD in The Separation of Systematic Error |
| Gang Yao, Libin Yang, Deyi Sang |
| **233-N465** | A Comparision of High Resolution Satellite Imagery Classification between Object-oriented and Pixel-based Method |
| Yan Li,Hao Wu,Ye Li,Luping Ye,Zhiping Cheng, Chenchen Xu,XiaoJun Zhao |
| **234-N496** | Image Fusion with Double Sparse Representation in Wavelet Domain |
| Wang Jun,Peng Jinye,Wu Jun,Yan Kun |
| **235-S107** | Beam-forming for MISO Interference Channel Using Pair-wise Probability Criterion |
| Minhong Sun,Haiquan Wang,Lei Shen |
| **236-S108** | Research on Fault Diagnosis Method of Steam Turbine Generator Unit Based on Multilayer Information Fusion |
| Gao Junru |
| **237-S113** | Discovering Fquent Itemsets an Improved Algorithm of Directed Graph and Array |
| Naili Liu,Lei Ma |
| **238-S124** | The Improvement of GAC Model for Image Segmentation |
| Qiang Wang |
| **239-N363** | The Design and Implementation of B2BE-Commerce System’s Privileges |
| Mingli Wu, Xuejiao Wu, Yebai Li |
| **240-S125** | Lossless Compression of Hyperspectral Images Using Three-Stage Prediction |
| Changguo Li,Ke Guo |

| Session 25 |
|-----------------|--------------------------|
| **241-N178** | Visual Simulation of The Radar Detection Range under Complex Atmospheric Environment |
| Xiaoyou Yu,Yubing Bai,Jun Xu,Tiejun Chen,Ling Yin |
| **242-N515** | Logic Process Merging for Conservative Parallel Simulation of Logic Circuits |
| Lingfeng Wang,Yangdong Steve Deng |
| **243-S080** | Evaluating the Credibility of the C’I Information Network Simulation Based on Fuzzy AHP |
| Zhiyong Lu, Yijun Zhang, Yongqiang Bai,Zhoujie Yan |
| **244-N089** | The Study of Design for Torpedo Homing-Performance Simulation System Based on High Level Architecture |
| Zhang YongPing,Zhang JingYuan |
| **245-N404** | Simulation Analysis of Performance of COMPASS and Its Augmentation System |
| Hangyu Huo, Xiaolin Zhang |
246-N383 An Efficient Search Algorithm for Cache Simulation Platform
Cao Xiangrong, Zhang Xiaolin

247-S028 Application of Data Stream Technique in Simulation System
Fujiang Ao, Jie Meng, Jing Du, Futong Qin, Jingyi Yu

248-N059 Research on the Model of Quantum Satellite Communications Based on the Distribution of Entangled Three-photon Pairs and Simulation
Lin Zhang, Min Nie